Refrigerators
Appointed dealers:
Models with this symbol are available via appointed dealers. For details please see the website www.smeguk.com

SmegConnect:
Appliances with this symbol have Wi-Fi connectivity capabilities, which enable you to operate, control and monitor remotely using the
SmegConnect App from your mobile or tablet.

FINGER-FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL:
The st/steel material used on the exteriors of Smeg dishwashers has a finger-friendly finish to assist in maintaining the surfaces in
a pristine condition.

A:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family.

A+:
Smeg products with A+ or A++ energy rating are highlighted with one of the following Symbols

A++:
Smeg products with A+ or A++ energy rating are highlighted with one of the following Symbols

A+++:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the prodct family.

Child lock:
some models are fitted with a device to lock the programme/cycle so it cannot be accidentally changed.

Fast freezing:
The fast freezing function brings the temperature of the compartment down when activated a few hours prior to usage.

LED interior lighting:
is a more energy efficient and long lasting way of illuminating the interior of the appliance.

No Frost:
The No Frost and Frost free systems prevent ice from forming so that no defrosting is required.

Frost free:
The No Frost and Frost free systems prevent ice from forming so that no defrosting is required.

Automatic defrost:
The automatic defrost system works by automatically defrosting the fridge section at regular intervals eradicating the need to defrost altogether.

Power saving mode:
The power saving mode allows you to disable the refrigerator and keep the freezer working.

Air plus:
keeps food fresher for longer.

Natural Plus Blu Light:
This unique Natural Plus Blu Light system works with nature to increase the storage time of fruit and vegetables.
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